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Lips, teeth, and tongue, even the bleeding gums after a session of teeth brushing, collectively made him realize the

mouth was a subject worth capturing in art.
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This photo shows Christopher Rizkallah discussing one of his paintings at Beirut Art Residency in Gemayze Pasteur Street. (Annahar Photo/Nour Ghoussainii )

BEIRUT: What appears to be a dead-end art gallery welcomes a
confused group of arts patrons, who are met by a dimly lit building
entrance, featuring an ageing elevator, and a mysterious door to the
right.

After which a three-flight walkup brings visitors to a series of
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After which a three flight walkup brings visitors to a series of
minimalistic rooms which smell freshly painted – they have arrived.

Christopher Rizkallah, 23-year-old artist, is surrounded by art lovers
congratulating him on landing his first solo exhibition at the Beirut Art
Residency titled 'After-taste.' He has based his art on a body part taken
mostly for granted by many people, but one for which the artist has
almost an obsessive fascination: the mouth.

Lips, teeth, and tongue, even the bleeding gums after a session of
teeth brushing, collectively made him realize the mouth was a subject
worth capturing in art.

"Growing up ...I realized that I had a bigger mouth than what was
normal. And then that led to me exploring what the mouth means to me
as a person and what it means to human beings," said Rizkallah. "It's
one of the first features you use as a baby; you take nourishment
through the mouth [...] then there's the whole celebration of speaking."

Across the gallery, a mixed crowd of young and old, locals and
foreigners, look at each painting with a critical eye. One painting has a
mouth breathing out smoke, another has the artist in the background
with three (super-imposed) oversized, red-lipped, mouths aligned
vertically; then more and more mouths fill the room as one walks by
each canvas.

"I noticed that there's a certain level of erotic expression and (also)
disgust that could be portrayed through the mouth. The whole
exhibition is basically me capturing these moments of either something
that is erotic or grotesque, but natural," Rizkallah told Annahar.

As he observed daily actions, especially those involving the mouth –
from chewing to smoking – he noticed fleeting frames that one would
normally disregard. "I realized this because this whole series started by
taking selfies, and in these photos, sometimes when you take a
sequence of 20; you have those instances that are in between. You're
chewing, but this awkward chewing kind of moment was interesting to
me, so I tried to stabilize the movement to put it on a painting," he
explained.

"It's not just that I can eat with my mouth, what about those moments,
lapses, in your everyday life that can be seen but people ignore them
because they're used to seeing those actions happening," added
Rizkallah.

Earlier in February, Christopher started working on this series of
painting where it soon became a source of comfort and a way to relax
after a long day at work.

"I've been part of group shows but this is my first solo exhibition. I was
at the Beirut Exhibition Center, Byblos art gallery; I had my piece
exhibited at AUB. Today is the celebration of my first solo," he said
while expressing his obsessive need to explore people eating while his
fellow companions would urge him to stop.

Now his obsession is on the walls of the gallery.

Hadi Nassredine, a friend of the artist, told Annahar, "[These] Paintings
reflect our daily tasks like brushing our teeth. I expected them to be
more abstract, but they look real and I love it. The colors and
composition say a lot."

"He's a good young artist; the art community is growing Each person
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He s a good young artist; the art community is growing. Each person
can interpret [the message behind the paintings] on their own," Hoda
(who preferred not to give her last name), from the audience, said.

In the same fashion, several attendees questioned the lack of colors in
the artist's work; some saying the paintings might be exposing privacy –
a few have naked torso drawn in black and white, hands in mouth, and
a tongue licking an upper lip – while others looked for meaning amid
chat with the artist.

"Technology is flawed. You can't take perfect photos every time,
especially if you're taking a sequence of photos. You have this motion
blur, even the phone itself once you take too many photos starts getting
tired and distorts the colors," Rizkallah explained.

With this in mind, he worked on distorting proportions intentionally, such
as painting the hand as big as the face, as a next step for his project.
He recreated the flaws of technology; when one takes photos with a
mobile phone, these glitches, as he noticed, are catching those
moments that no-one is aware of because the human eyes are trained
to ignore the blur.

"This transitional motion that exists only through technology is very
interesting to me. It's a reality, something I'm researching and exploring
in my art," At this point, all I want to do is keep on producing art," he
said.

"It started with the mouth, and now I think 'what comes next?' It's never
about the whole body; it's about putting it [parts] under the microscope,
to explore its many facets," Rizkallah added.

The Exhibition will remain open until Sunday, September 4, 2016.

--

Annahar writers Paula Naoufal and Nour Ghoussainii contributed to this
report.
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